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APPENDIX 2.  

Extensive agriculture in the HTRB 
Over millennia agrarian (pre-industrial) societies in Central Europe developed 
cultures that could utilize and thrive on periodic (often annual) flooding in order to 
build fisheries and fruit enterprises that sometimes produced surpluses they could 
export. Some of these land uses and practices still exist in the HTRB and are 
considered by some (Molnar 2005) as templates for experimentally developing low-
energy agro-ecosystems in the future. Figure A2 shows such a hypothetical floodplain 
agro-ecosystem functioning through interactions between Land uses, Landscape 
productivity, and Landscape Utility for Local People. Here we consider each 
interacting sub-unit in turn. 
 
The floodplain of the HTRB is a highly heterogeneous habitat mosaic, but the 
diversity and structural complexity of its elevation pattern can be reasonably clustered 
into four categories (Sendzimir and Flachner 2007). These roughly correspond to 
traditional land uses (Wetlands, Meadows, Crops and Forests/orchards).  
 
• Deep flood plain – Deep lying areas of the flood plain, around the low water level 

of the river, adequate as permanent reservoirs (existing, permanent or old stream 
beds, ponds between and behind the dikes) which were critical water buffers 
against droughts and nurseries that supported the regional fishery. 

• Low flood plain – Low areas of the flood plain that are in most years below the 
high water level of the river. In these areas water coverage might exceed 1 m. 
Traditionally used for grazing and special orchards (“jungle” orchards1) that could 
stand flooding for periods up to six weeks, so long as the crown of the tree is not 
covered. The orchards acted as gene banks of ancient local varieties of apple, 
plum, pear, and nut, which were hardy to disease, and protected by many natural 
enemies of pests harbored in the natural undergrowth.  

• High flood plain – Parts of the flood plain which are below the high water level of 
the river in approximately six years out of ten, where the elevation of water cover 
remains below 0.7 m. The high ambient humidity, moist (but not too wet) soil 
supported good vegetable and crop production.  

• Dry elevation – The highest zones in the floodplain almost always remained dry, a 
fact suggested by their unique soil content that has significantly less clay than that 
found in surrounding floodplain habitats. Traditional settlements were located 
here along with areas for cultivation of corn and winter wheat and forest groves. 
Oak groves also supported swine grazing and provided timber and fuel. 

 
Traditional land uses exploited these relative differences in elevation to cluster 
particular types of productive land uses at specific elevations as described above.  
These uses are collectively grouped under Landscape Productivity because most local 
farmers used some combination of these extensive practices to utilize the landscape as 
a whole. Only a mix of methods could take advantage of the diversity of opportunities 

                                                 
1 Orchards traditionally allowed in flood-prone areas to grow semi-wild by using fruit trees as trellises 
for wild grape vines and exploiting flood waves as means to redistribute fruit propagules across the 
floodplain, thereby increasing chances for hybridization. 
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offered by a topographically complex landscape with water dynamics that ranged 
from three meter flood elevations to prolonged summer drought. Even though the 
HTRB was nationally famous as an abundant source of fish up to the 19th century, 
Figure A2 shows a more current version of such a traditional landscape where tourism 
and hunting link floodplain SES with communities within and outside the region.  
However, local people derive all the material and aesthetic (Landscape Utility for 
Local People) benefits that tourists do. In the latter case, Cultural and Aesthetic 
Values of the Landscape offer non-material benefits that keep some inhabitants from 
immigrating to urban areas despite the relative economic depression in the HTRB.  
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Figure A2.1 – Patterns of floodplain land use and productivity associated with extensive agricultural practices in the Hungarian reaches of the 
Upper Tisza river. 




